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Introduction

Simple Sliders is a content plugin for Joomla that creates accordion sliders in an article. 

You create sliders by including plugin calls like this in your articles:

{slider This is Slider 1}

There are some optional parameters.

The calling syntax, visual styling and functionality are broadly compatible with "Sliders" by Regular Labs, but 
Simple Sliders is very "light" by comparison:

Simple Sliders Regular Labs Sliders

Installs a single plugin Installs four plugins

Installs 5 small files with a total size of 5kb Installs over 500 files with a total size of 3.5Mb

Does not use or load Bootstrap at all. Loads Bootstrap Javascript and CSS on every page of 
the site, including pages that don't use sliders.

Works in Joomla 3 and 4 Works in Joomla 3

Does not support nested sliders Supports nested sliders

No plugin configuration parameters Many plugin configuration parameters

No Pro version Pro version has many advanced features

No editor button Installs an editor button

LICENCE  

Simple Sliders is free software licensed under the GNU General Public License Version 2, the same licence that 
Joomla! itself uses. The GNU General Public License is a Free Software license. For more details please see 
http://www.gnu.org/licenses/old-licenses/gpl-2.0.html 

This document is copyright Les Arbres Design. It may not be reproduced or redistributed without our 
permission.
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Installation

Install as a regular Plugin in the usual way using the Joomla Extension Manager.

Following installation, you will find a new plugin "Content - Simple Sliders". It should be automatically enabled 
during installation so is ready for immediate use. There are no configuration parameters in the plugin manager.

UNINSTALLING  

To uninstall, use the uninstall option in Extension Manager. The plugin will be completely removed without 
trace.

UPGRADING  

To upgrade to a newer version of Simple Sliders, just install the new version. There is no need to uninstall first.

AUTOMATIC UPDATES  

Simple Sliders works with the Joomla Update System and you will be notified of available updates in the Joomla
control panel. Updates can be installed using the Joomla Extensions Update page.

If you don't want to be notified about updates, you can selectively disable update notifications on the 
Extensions Update Sites page.
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Making Sliders In An Article

SIMPLE USAGE  

Each slider is defined by a {slider} tag, like this:

{slider This is the Title}
The text of the slider content.
{slider Another Title}
Text for the second slider.
{/sliders}

The {/sliders} tag ends the last slider. If there is no {/sliders} tag, the last slider includes all the text to the 
end of the article.

CLASSES AND COLOURS  

Slider tags can have parameters, for example to control styling. To use parameters you must put the title in a 
parameter too:

{slider title="This is the Title" class="blue"}
The text of the slider content.
{slider title="Another Title" class="red"}
Text for the second slider.
{/sliders}

The class parameter adds one or more CSS classes to the outer <div> of the slider. Simple Sliders comes with
these classes:

blue, green, orange, red, grey When used alone, these add a coloured top border to the slider

solid Fills the title background with the selected colour, for example
class="solid blue"

color_content Fills the content area with the selected colour, for example 
class="solid color_content blue"

CONTROLLING THE INITIAL STATE  

By default, all sliders are closed when the page is initially shown. You can set one or more sliders to be initially 
open:

{slider title="This is the Title" open="true"}
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LINKING TO A SPECIFIC SLIDER  

You can create a link to an article page that jumps to, and opens, a specific slider.

www.mysite.com/my-article?slider=another-title

The link is formed by converting the title text to lower case and replacing spaces with hyphens.

You can specify a different link using the alias parameter:

{slider title="Another Title" alias="s2"}

And now the link should be:

www.mysite.com/my-article?slider=s2

When a slider link is used, the target slider is initially opened, and all other sliders are initially closed, 
regardless of any "open" parameters.

OVERRIDING THE SUPPLIED CSS  

The Sliders styling is controlled by a CSS file here:

/media/plg_simplesliders/simplesliders.css

You can change it but that's not a good idea because your changes will be lost if you re-install or update the 
plugin. Instead, put your version here:

/templates/your_template/css/simplesliders.css

Where "your_template" is the folder name of your site template. If it exists, this CSS file will be loaded instead 
of the standard CSS file. This one will not be overwritten if you re-install or update Simple Sliders.

PAGE STRUCTURE  

You can have multiple sets of sliders on the same page:

Some normal text that will always be visible.
{slider First Slider Title}
First slider content.
{slider Second Slider Title}
Second slider content.
{/sliders}
Some normal text that will always be visible.
{slider Third Slider Title}
Third slider content.
{slider Fourth Slider Title}
Fourth slider content.
{/sliders}
Some more normal text that will always be visible.

You cannot nest sliders within slider content.

Slider titles and content can include HTML, but you must be careful that tags open and close within the title or 
content. HTML tags must not span {slider} calls.
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Troubleshooting

If a slider appears with a numeric title, check the calling syntax. For example, this call:

{slider This is the Title open="true"}

Will produce a slider with a defaulted title of "1" (if it's the first slider), because the title is not correctly 
specified. Remember, if you use parameters, the title must be in a parameter, like this:

{slider title="This is the Title" open="true"}
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Help And Support

Simple Sliders is free software, and it's not really possible to provide free support as well. We can't help you 
with cosmetic changes, or to resolve specific problems with your template or web server. But if you find a real 
problem, we do want to hear about it, and we will try to help. If you do find a problem, please contact us, 
giving us as much detail as you can.

To use the contact form on our website, the magic word is: Contact

http  s  ://www.lesarbresdesign.info/contact-us  
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